Literature Criticism Online

Researching an author, work, or literary topic? As one of the largest collections
of online criticism available anywhere, Literature Criticism Online (LCO) allows
users to access editorially selected critical essays on world authors and their works
spanning all time periods, genres of literature, and regions of the world. This online
collection consists of 10 individual print series providing students and scholars with
the most accurate and authoritative critical essays on authors and literary topics.
Any one or combination of these series can be purchased as part of Literature
Criticism Online:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Children’s Literature Review
Classical & Medieval Literature Criticism
Contemporary Literary Criticism
Drama Criticism
Literature Criticism 1400-1800
Nineteenth-Century Literature Criticism
Poetry Criticism
Shakespearean Criticism
Short Story Criticism
Twentieth-Century Literature Criticism

Libraries have the option of purchasing the online archive of past volumes
(published from 1995 to the present) for any one or combination of the 10 literary
criticism series. Each series’ archive provides users with more than a decade’s
backfile of searchable page images digitised directly from the print volumes.
Libararies also have the option of subscribing to the standing order for newly
released volumes, conserving precious library shelf-space. The choice is yours.

Search Features:
• Pages are fully searchable via keyword
and full text options
• Basic Search – keyword, full text,
named author, and named work. Ability
to limit by individual literature criticism
series and by year(s) of criticism.
• Advanced Search – includes critic
name and source publication title.
Includes “fuzzy” search option to allow
for variant spellings
• Browse Authors – browse alphabetical
list of authors
• Browse Works – browse alphabetical
list of titles of works
• Browse Topics – browse an
alphabetical list of topics
• Chronological arrangement of articles
within each entry provides a “history”
of the critical reception
• Print, Download, Email
• Search History

Content:

Cross-searchable literature resources
Any library that subscribes to any combination of the below literature resources has
the ability to cross-search the purchased collections on the one, intuitive platform,
providing users with a more complete research experience
• Literature Criticism Online
• Dictionary of Literary Biography Complete Online
• Something About The Author Online

• More than 1,255 print volumes
• More than 10,700 total entries:
9,000 author entries, 1,000 work
entries, and 600 topic entries
• More than 90,000 reprinted critical
essays and reviews from such sources
as books, journals, diaries, playbills
and manuscripts
• Facsimile copies of all pages from
the print volumes: frontmatter,
backmatter, covers, introductory
essays, principal works lists,
annotations to critical essays, and
further readings

Home page

www.gale.cengage.co.uk

Literature Criticism Online

Series by Time Period
Classical and Medieval Literature Criticism covers the literature of antiquity through the writings of authors until
1399.
Literature Criticism from 1400 to 1800 presents critical surveys of the work of writers who died between 1400 and
1799. This series also includes criticism of literary and critical movements, prominent themes and genres, surveys of
national literatures, and other special topics.
Nineteenth-Century Literature Criticism includes criticism of authors who died between 1800 and 1899. Each
volume provides overviews of the works of novelists, poets and playwrights.
Twentieth-Century Literary Criticism presents critical appraisals of authors who died between 1900 and 1999. TCLC
topic volumes, published every fourth volume, include criticism of literary and critical movements, prominent themes
and genres, surveys of national literatures, and other special topics.
Contemporary Literary Criticism presents criticism on contemporary novelists, poets, short story writers,
playwrights, and other writers.
Series by Genre:
Children’s Literature Review presents literary criticism on authors and illustrators of books written specifically for an
audience ranging from young children to young adults.
Drama Criticism provides criticism of dramatists from all time periods and nationalities. Reviews of important stage
productions are included when available.
Poetry Criticism presents critical surveys of poets from antiquity to the present.
Short Story Criticism covers authors all time periods and nationalities.
Other:
• Shakespearean Criticism includes coverage of the plays and poetry of Shakespeare, as well as special volumes
devoted to such topics as costume design and theatrical production.
A truly International resource covering writers and topics across time and cultures:
Critical essays on writers across the globe include:
•
Kobo Abe
•
Chinua Achebe
•
Dante Alighieri
•
Francis Bacon
•
Albert Camus
•
Anton Chekhov
•
Gunnar Ekelof
•
Yu Dafu
•
Yasunari Kawabata
•
Naguib Mahfouz
•
R. K. Narayan

In-depth discussion of hundreds of topics include:
• Buddhism in Literature
• Contemporary Indian Literature
• Edwardian Literature
• European Debates on the Conquest of the Americas
• Fathers and Daughters in Shakespeare
• French New Novel
• Greek Theater
• Islam in Western Nineteenth-Century Life and Literature
• Spanish Civil War in Literature

To request pricing or a trial on Literature Criticism Online, DLB Complete
Online or Something About The Author Online email:
emea.marketing@cengage.com

